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ABSTRACT 

Due to the observed dependence of transverse-tensile strength, YT, on test geometry and 

specimen size, there is no consensus regarding a test method that can uniquely measure YT. This 

study reexamines characterization of YT by comparing results from established flexure tests with 

results from a new tensile test that exhibits consistent failure in the gage region. Additionally, the 

effects of surface preparation and direction of transverse fracture are investigated. Results show 

that YT is inversely proportional to specimen volume and surface roughness, and is insensitive to 

direction of transverse fracture. The relationship between specimen volume and YT is adequately 

captured by Weibull strength-scaling theory, except at the tails of the YT distributions. However, 

specimens exhibited microcracking prior to failure, which violates the “weak-link” assumptions 

of the Weibull theory. These findings highlight the challenges of using deterministic YT values in 

progressive damage analysis. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Transverse tensile fracture is one of the most frequently observed failure modes in tape-

laminate polymer-matrix composites (PMCs). The propensity for this failure mode in PMCs is 

due to low tensile strength of the polymer matrix relative to tensile strength of the reinforcing 

fibers. In itself, transverse tensile fracture can lead to some degradation of laminate in-plane 

elastic properties, which is rarely critical. However, this failure mode can also act as a precursor 

to other, more severe, forms of damage including delamination, fiber tensile failure, and/or 
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compressive fiber kinking. As a result, characterization and accurate prediction of transverse 

tensile fracture is of great importance to ensure safe and reliable deployment of PMCs in primary 

structural applications.   

One of the most common ways of predicting transverse tensile fracture is based on 

experimental characterization of transverse tensile strength, YT. In rudimentary laminate analyses 

(vis. first-ply failure or ply-discount models) YT is used directly to determine ply failure for a 

given state of transverse tensile stress. In more advanced, finite element (FE)-based Progressive 

Damage Analysis (PDA), YT is used to determine when individual elements begin to fail. For 

example, in continuum damage mechanics models, YT can be used in conjunction with a 

preferred composites failure theory (e.g. LaRC04 [1]) to determine when an element has reached 

a critical stress level that initiates gradual degradation of its stiffness [2]. In numerical 

approaches which model cracks discretely, YT has been used to determine the onset of the release 

process of pre-defined [3,4], or automatically inserted, zero-thickness cohesive elements [5-8] or 

zones [9]. Both continuum and discrete approaches typically use a combination of YT, along with 

mode-I fracture toughness, GIc, to define a traction-separation law that governs onset and 

subsequent material degradation [10-11]. The simulation of crack propagation using traction-

separation laws leads to the development of a process zone, within which the material has 

initiated its degradation, but traction-free crack faces have not yet formed. Variations in the 

process zone length have been demonstrated to affect the solution, particularly in the first stages 

of growth as the process zone is formed [12]. For the same assumed GIc and traction law shape, a 

higher/lower YT results in a smaller/larger process zone. Hence, the choice of YT can affect the 

solution beyond the onset and into the initial stages of crack growth. Furthermore, from a 

practical perspective, the adequate representation of the process zone imposes restrictions on the 
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maximum element size that can be used [13], with smaller process zones (higher YT) requiring 

finer discretizations. With a few exceptions (e.g. [14]), nearly all analysis approaches assume a 

single deterministic value for YT. Despite widespread use of YT for prediction of intra-laminar 

fracture in tape-laminate PMCs mentioned above, a number of studies have demonstrated that 

obtaining this parameter is not straightforward.  

Currently there is no consensus in the literature regarding which test method should be used 

to measure YT, and how to deal with dependence of this property on the specimen size and 

geometry. To date, the most widely accepted method for characterization of YT, described in the 

ASTM standard D3039, involves uniaxial loading of unidirectional transverse specimens [15]. 

According to D3039, test specimens require a constant rectangular cross-section, which must be 

gripped using tabs to prevent splitting at the points of load introduction. Although this test is 

relatively easy to perform, several studies have observed that specimens often fail near or at the 

loading tabs, and that size of specimen cross-section has an effect on the magnitude of the 

measured YT [16-18]. For example, in a study by O’Brien and Salpekar, a series of carbon/epoxy 

specimens with varying widths and thicknesses were tested according to ASTM D3039. In this 

study, nearly 22% of tested specimens broke at or near the loading tabs, and the coefficient of 

variation for YT was as large as 19%. Despite the scatter in the data, YT appeared to decrease with 

the increasing gage region thickness, but changes in width did not have an effect on YT [16].  

The second most common way of measuring YT involves flexure loading of unidirectional 

transverse beams. Relative to ASTM D3039, fabrication and testing of flexure specimens is 

simpler since no additional tabbing is required, provided that large enough loading rollers are 

used. Typically, flexure testing is performed using 3-point bend (3PB) or 4-point bend (4PB) 

fixture configurations, and data reduction is based on the beam theory. A study by O’Brien et al. 
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examined the difference between 3PB and 4PB configurations using glass/epoxy and 

carbon/epoxy specimens [19]. For both material systems and test types, YT decreased with 

increasing specimen width, thickness, and support span; however, the observed trends were 

somewhat obscured by the specimen-to-specimen and batch-to-batch (i.e. panel-to-panel) 

variability. Despite the observed scatter, YT values obtained from 4PB tests were lower than 

those obtained from 3PB tests by as much as 15%. The difference between YT obtained from 

tensile and flexure testing has been investigated by Adams et al. using carbon/epoxy specimens 

[20]. This study observed that YT measured using 3PB tests was nearly twice the value obtained 

from tensile testing. The large difference between strengths derived from flexural and tensile 

tests has been observed for other PMCs systems [21-23], as well as other brittle materials like 

cement [24], rock [25], and ceramics [26]. 

The observed trend of YT changing with specimen size or loading type (e.g. tension versus 

flexure) has been related to the volume of the material subjected to tensile stresses prior to 

failure. This trend, known as the “size effect”, is a well-documented phenomenon observed in 

brittle and quasi-brittle materials [27-31]. For PMCs, the size effect has been described in two 

comprehensive review articles by Bažant and Wisnom [32,33]. With existence of the size effect, 

the most common approach for relating (i.e. scaling) YT between different specimen volumes is 

the Weibull scaling law, which is based on the so-called “weakest link” theory [34,35]. The 

weakest link theory analogizes a brittle material to a chain composed of links in series, in which 

the entire chain is only as strong as its weakest link. The underlying assumption of this theory is 

that the strength of individual links is governed by presence of critical flaws and 

inhomogeneities, and thus increasing the number of links (i.e. volume of the material) increases 

the probability of failure.  
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The discussion in the literature on the applicability of the Weibull scaling law to PMCs is 

somewhat conflicting [36,33]. In some cases, the Weibull law provides a reasonable scaling 

between strengths [21,37,38], while in other cases the Weibull law fails to account for the 

volumetric effects. In a study by O’Brien and Salpekar [16] the Weibull scaling law was applied 

to compare YT values to those previously obtained by Crews [39] using a flexure test on 90° 

specimens. It was found that the analytical solution for the effective stressed volume did a poor 

job of scaling the characteristic YT, but approximating a larger effective volume of the entire 

width, length, and half of the beam depth gave reasonable strength predictions. While this 

approach may have given better results than using the calculated effective volume, it is not 

consistent with the statistical theory. In another study, O’Brien et al. applied Weibull theory to 

scale strength between 3PB and 4PB specimens [19]. They found that the Weibull scaling law 

over-predicted the change in YT, both when scaling between similar testing configurations (e.g. 

3PB tests with varying spans), and when scaling between different test configurations (e.g. 3PB 

versus 4PB). They concluded that Weibull scaling did not adequately capture the size effects for 

PMCs. 

The above discussion raises several interesting considerations related to experimental 

characterization and the use of YT. First, based on current literature, it is unclear which test 

should be used to measure YT. For instance, tensile testing using D3039 results in low, and thus 

conservative, values of YT; however, the frequent failure near the loading tabs casts doubt on the 

validity and repeatability of this test. Conversely, existing flexure tests appear to be very 

repeatable, yet they produce unusually high values of YT, which must be scaled down to represent 

behavior of the bulk material. Second, the difficulty of measuring YT has resulted in a lack of 

consensus on whether the existing volumetric scaling laws (e.g. Weibull) can be used to 
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effectively scale YT. Without this consensus, it is currently unclear how to best use YT in existing 

failure prediction models.  

In view of these considerations, the main goal of this study is to reexamine experimental 

characterization of YT for tape-laminated composites. Consequently, the presented work has two 

main objectives: (1) re-characterization of YT for a common carbon/epoxy (viz. IM7/8552) 

system using both flexure and tensile tests, and (2) observation of microscale fracture that leads 

to ultimate transverse tensile failure in YT tests. Re-characterization of YT is performed using 

specimens with different effective volumes to enable investigation of the volumetric scaling 

effects. Flexure testing is performed using existing 3PB and 4PB tests adopted from [19]. Tensile 

testing is performed using a new non-prismatic specimen adopted from [40], modified to ensure 

consistent failure in the gage region. In addition, the 3PB specimens are also used to examine the 

effect of specimen surface preparation (i.e. extent of surface flaws in unpolished vs. polished 

samples), and specimen orientation (i.e. out-of-plane versus in-plane transverse failure) on YT. 

The microscopic observations of fracture are performed by conducing in-situ and ex-situ imaging 

of the flexure specimens using optical microscopy. These observations are performed with aim 

of discovering the microscale failure mechanisms (e.g. microcracking) that contribute to 

macroscopic transverse tensile failure of specimens, and which may provide insight into validity 

of the existing scaling laws. 

In what follows, Section 2 presents the test methods, details regarding specimen fabrication 

and preparation, and a summary of the tests performed. Section 3 provides an overview of two-

parameter Weibull scaling and its application to the geometries tested. Section 4 presents and 

discusses the experimental results, and is followed by concluding remarks in Section 5. 
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2. METHODS 

The characterization of YT was performed using 3PB, 4PB, and tensile test configurations. 

The data obtained from all three tests are used to investigate the relationship between the 

effective volume (i.e. volume subjected to tensile stresses) and YT. Similarly, data from these 

tests are used to assess the suitability of the two-parameter Weibull theory to model and scale the 

stochastic distribution of YT. In addition, 3PB and 4PB tests were used to investigate the 

microscale fracture processes occurring before reaching the critical failure load used to calculate 

YT. Finally, 3PB tests were used to investigate the effects of surface preparation and specimen 

orientation on YT. 

2.1 Specimen fabrication and surface preparation 

The material system used in this study was Hexcel’s IM7/8552 unidirectional prepreg with 

35% resin content and 190 gsm areal weight. This material was selected for this study due to its 

widespread presence in the composites research literature. Given the large number of samples 

required for this study, three unidirectional laminates were fabricated and machined into test 

specimens. The three 305×305 mm unidirectional laminates, two 20-ply and one 26-ply, were 

cured according to NCAMP’s specification [41]. The laminates were cured in an autoclave at 

temperature of 177 °C, 586 kPa part pressure, and 137.9 kPa vacuum. All cures were performed 

in a PTFE-coated steel mold which resulted in a smooth finish on the laminate surfaces. The 

resulting nominal plate thicknesses were 3.59 mm and 4.73 mm for the 20- and 26-ply laminates, 

respectively. The fiber volume fraction for each laminate was determined visually based on 

optical microscopy. The resulting fiber-volume fractions were 55.6% and 56.0% for the 20- and 

26-ply laminates respectively.   
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After cure, all 20-ply laminate specimens were water-jetted, while all 26-ply specimens were 

cut using a 1.3-mm-thick diamond blade. After initial machining, all flexural and tensile 

specimens were lightly sanded using 800-grit silicon carbide sandpaper to remove surface 

scratches and fiber-blowout from machining. As detailed in the next section, a portion of flexure 

specimens were subsequently sanded using a 1200-grit silicon carbide sandpaper, and polished 

using a lapping cloth coated with a mixture of 0.05 micron alumina powder, water, and dish 

soap. After polishing, all samples were examined using a Keyence VHX-5000 optical 

microscope. An example view of the polished 2-3 (out-of-plane) and 1-2 (in-plane) surfaces 

imaged at ~0.1μm/pixel resolution are shown in Fig. 1.  

 
                                                                (a)                                                   (b)                                       
 

Figure 1. Example of final polish surfaces on (a) the 2-3 and (b) 1-2 planes imaged with Keyence VHX-5000 
optical microscope. Red regions indicate direction of transverse fracture in configuration A and B specimens. 

 
2.1.1 Flexure tests 

The specimen geometry and the experimental setup for the 3PB and 4PB tests are shown in 

Fig. 2. As shown this figure, the outer span for both tests was 25.4 mm, the inner span for the 

4PB test was 8.5 mm, and all rollers were 4 mm in diameter. All specimens were nominally 31.8 

mm long. Prior to sanding and polishing, the width of all specimens was nominally 5.0-5.5 mm, 
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while the specimen thickness was nominally 3.59 and 4.73 mm for the 20- and 26-ply plate 

specimens, respectively. The majority of flexure specimens were tested in configuration “A”, 

where specimen fiber direction was aligned with the specimen’s width (see Figs. 1a and 2). A 

selected few specimens were tested in configuration “B” where specimen fiber direction was 

aligned with the specimen’s thickness (see Figs. 1b and 2). This was done to investigate whether 

transverse failure is influenced by the direction of expected fracture path (i.e. 3-direction for 

configuration A versus 1-direction for configuration B).   

 
Figure 2. Nominal specimen geometry and the experimental setup for the 3PB and 4PB tests (all units in mm). 

All flexure tests were performed in an Instron ElectroPuls E1000 load-frame equipped with a 

1 kN load cell. As shown in Fig. 2, both tests were inverted to ensure that the center (loading) 

rollers remained stationary. This configuration, based on location of the actuator in the E1000, 

restricted the vertical displacement of samples in the central tensile region, and enabled in-situ 

imaging. All flexure specimens from the 26-ply laminate were polished to a mirror-finish and 

imaged in-situ in the area of the expected tensile failure using a custom traveling microscope 

equipped with a 10X objective lens and PointGrey Grasshopper GRAS-50S5M-C 5-megapixel 

camera. The lens-camera configuration allowed for a field-of-view of approximately 0.88 mm × 
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0.75 mm, which made individual fiber cross-sections easily distinguishable (~0.36 μm/pixel 

resolution). All specimens were loaded in displacement control at a rate of 0.15 mm/min.  

Two different methods were used to acquire images during in-situ flexure testing of the 26-

ply polished specimens. The first method involved acquiring and overlapping images across the 

specimen tensile side, approximately 9 images in either direction. Following testing, these 

images were stitched together to create a 10.75 mm × 0.75 mm mosaic that provided high-

resolution macroscale view of the specimen. Because of the labor-intensive nature of this 

process, only a few samples were imaged this way. The second method involved acquiring a 

single image in the center of each specimen on the tensile side. For both methods, reference 

images were taken at 13 N, and subsequent microscale imaging started at 133 N, and repeated 

every 44.5 N until failure. Following in-situ imaging, for each sample, the microscale images 

obtained at different loads were combined into an image stack in an image-processing program 

ImageJ [42], and aligned using a template-matching algorithm [43]. Alignment of images 

enabled visual detection of pre-existing and newly formed microscale cracks. 

In addition to making in-situ surface observations mentioned above, a special 3PB fixture 

was developed to investigate formation of internal microscale cracking across the specimen’s 

width. This fixture, shown in Fig. 3, was designed to hold the specimen flexed at approximately 

80% of average failure load using aluminum picture-frame and a quick-curing Buehler’s 

SamplKwick two-part acrylic resin. After curing the acrylic resin at load, the specimen and the 

picture-frame were subsequently removed from the load-frame, and serial-sectioned in the width 

direction using 0.1 mm increments. The imaging was done on the tensile side using Keyence 

VHX-5000 optical microscope at ~0.1μm/pixel resolution.   
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Figure 3. Test setup used to investigate formation of internal microscale cracking across specimen’s 

width 

2.1.2 Tensile tests 
The specimen geometry and the experimental setup for the tensile tests are shown in Fig. 4. 

As shown this figure, the tensile specimens were nominally 53 mm long and 16 mm wide at the 

widest. The central gage region was 35 mm long and contained a 97 mm constant-radius fillet on 

both sides. This resulted in a 2.0 mm nominal width at the narrowest point. The filleted gage 

region ensured localized failure in the center of the gage region and away from the grip 

interfaces. The nominal specimen thickness prior to polishing was 3.59mm. The specimens were 

loaded using open-face steel grips with 45° tapered faces which ensured specimen alignment 

[40]. All tensile tests were performed in displacement control at a rate of 0.15 mm/mm using 

Instron ElectroPuls E1000 load-frame equipped with a 1 kN load cell. 

 
 

Figure 4. Specimen geometry and the experimental setup for the tensile tests (all units in mm) 
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2.2 Test matrix 

A summary of the entire test matrix is presented in Table 1. In this table, the plate name 

indicates the number of plies used in each laminate. For the 20-ply geometry, two laminates were 

fabricated and these are additionally indicated with “-1” or “-2”. The 20- and 26-ply laminates 

are treated as separate due to different lots (i.e. rolls) of prepreg used to manufacture each plate 

type. Finally, all polished samples are marked with a “*”, while specimens used to examine the 

difference in the out-of-plane or the in-plane YT are indicated with superscripts “A” and “B”, 

respectively. 

Table 1. The test matrix 
  3PB 4PB Tension 

Study/plate name 20-1/-2 26 20-1/-2 26 20-1/-2 
Volumetric effects and Weibull scaling 36 – 37 – 39 

Micromechanical observations – 25*
 – 25* – 

Effect of surface preparation 6*, 36 – – – – 
Effect of specimen orientation – 36*, 10B* – – – 

*indicates polished. All flexure specimens are configuration A unless otherwise noted. 

3. TWO-PARAMETER WEIBULL SCALING MODELS 

In this study, the experimentally measured YT data was used to assess the suitability of 

Weibull statistical strength theory [34] to predict the apparent strength of different specimen 

geometries. Other cumulative functions have been proposed in the literature and applied to 

strength scaling in composites, e.g. [44]. In the present work, the two parameter cumulative 

function was selected due to its widespread use in the composites community and relative 

simplicity. In view of the fact that this theory has been described extensivly in the open literature 

[36,45-47], only a few key equations are presented here for brevity.  

Following [34], the probablity of failure P as a function of applied stress σ is assumed to be 

described by a general two-parameter Weibull cumulative distribution function 
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where σc, the characteristic strength of the specimen, and m can be estimated based on least-
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For specimens loaded with a non-uniform stress field, Eq. 1 can be used to determine an 

effective volume that, if loaded with a uniform stress field, would result in the same scaling in 
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where Li is the distance between the two inner rollers in the 4PB test, L0 is the distance between 

the outer rollers, and V3PB and V4PB are the specimen volumes between outer rollers for the 3PB 

and 4PB specimens, respectively. The reader is directed to references [45,46] for a detailed 

derivation of these expressions.  

A procedure similar to the one used to derive Eqs. (4) and (5) was followed to obtain an 

expression for the effective volume of the tensile specimen, Veff-T. To simplify this calculation, 

the effective volume was assumed to be within the gage region Lg = 35 mm, as shown in Fig. 4. 

Within this region, the specimen width, w(x), follows a power-law expression 

)1()( 2
min += xwxw α ,           (6) 

where α = 1/(2rfwmin), rf is the radius of the fillet, and wmin is the minimum specimen width, as 

shown in Fig. 4. In addition, based on elastic FE analysis of the tensile specimen geometry, it 

was assumed that the tensile stress was constant across the specimen’s width and depth at any 

point along the gage region. With these assumptions, the expression for stress in the gage region 

is given by  
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where N is the applied load, t is the specimen thickness, and σmax = N/(twmin) is the maximum 

stress within the gauge region. Equation 7 was substituted into Eq. 1, and subsequently 

integrated to obtain the effective volume for the tensile specimen 
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where 2F1 is the hypergeometric function [49]. The equations for effective volumes Veff-3PB, Veff-

4PB, and Veff-T can be used directly in Eq. 3 to scale between the characteristic strengths of the 

three specimen geometries considered.  

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

4.1 Transverse tensile strength 

For the 3PB and 4PB tests, YT was calculated using the following beam theory expressions 

2
03

2
3

bt
LNY crPB

T = ,             (9) 

2
04

bt
LNY crPB

T = ,        (10) 

where Ncr is the critical force at the onset of macroscopic specimen failure, b is the specimen 

width, and t is the specimen thickness. A discussion on the applicability of these equations for 

calculation of YT can be found in the work by O’Brien and Krueger [50]. For the tensile test, YT 

was calculated in the narrowest part of the specimen using 

    
tw

NY crtensile
T

min

= .                    (11) 

Figure 5 shows stress-displacement curves obtained from flexure and tensile testing of all 

unpolished 20-ply specimens. As seen in this figure, the macroscopic failure was defined by a 

large drop in the stress. In all specimens, including those from tensile tests, failure always 

occurred in the gage region (i.e. region of magnified tensile stress). For the 3PB specimens, 

failure sites were within 0.7±0.6 mm from the central roller. For 4PB specimens, failure sites 

were uniformly distributed between the two inner rollers, with a few specimens breaking within 

0.8 mm outside the inner rollers. The location of failure sites for both flexure specimens was 

similar to that observed in Ref. [19]. For tensile tests, average failure site was within ± 2.3 mm 
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from the narrowest part of the gage region. Detailed in-situ microscopic observations showed 

some amount of microcracking prior to catastrophic failure in nearly all specimens observed (see 

Section 4.3); however, no measurable change in specimen compliance was detected. The initial 

nonlinearity observed during tensile tests (Fig. 5c) was related to specimen settling within the 

tapered grips.  

 
  (a) 3PB flexure                                    (b) 4PB flexure                                          (c) tension                                               

Figure 5. Force-displacement data from flexure and tensile testing of 20-ply unpolished specimens. 

 
Table 2 and Fig. 6 summarize the transverse tensile strength test results. In Table 2, columns 

1-5 present the type and number of tests performed, as well as the as-measured average 

dimensions of the unpolished specimens. Columns 6 and 7 present the mean and scatter of YT 

calculated based on Eqs. 9-11. Columns 8 and 9 give σc and m obtained by performing a 2-

parameter-Weibull fit to the measured YT values using Matlab’s ‘wblfit’ function [51]. Finally, 

column 10 presents the average effective volume for each configuration calculated based on Eqs. 

4, 5 and 8. Figure 6a shows the characteristic strength, σc, with the error bars corresponding to 

the maximum and minimum values of YT; while Fig. 6b shows the YT data on a Weibull plot. In 

Fig. 6b each symbol corresponds to a YT value obtained from an individual specimen, while the 

straight lines indicate the Weibull fit with the Weibull modulus, m, as shown on the bottom of 

each curve. 
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Table 2. Summary of transverse tensile strength from 3PB, 4PB, and tensile tests. 

Test  
type 

Number 
tested bave (mm) tave (mm) wmin

ave (mm) YT
ave (MPa) CV (%) σc (MPa) m Veff

ave
 (mm3) 

3PB 36 5.19 3.24 - 108.3 8.6 112.6 12.80 1.12 
4PB 37 5.20 3.41 - 98.8 9.4 102.9 11.89 6.40 

tensile 39 - 2.99 2.10 78.7 8.5 81.5 14.68 62.45 
 

 
                                 (a)                         (b)                                              

Figure 6. Transverse tensile strength test results showing (a) characteristic strength σc with error bars corresponding 
to maximum and minimum values of YT, and (b) best fit of a 2-parameter-Weibull cumulative distribution function. 

Examining Table 2, the average values and scatter of YT are within the bounds of what was 

previously reported for this material system [19,52]. Examining Table 2, there is a very clear 

trend of decreasing YT with increasing effective specimen volume, especially between flexure 

and tensile tests. In Fig. 6b, the effect of increasing volume is indicated by the leftward shift of 

the individual data sets. Examining Fig. 6b, the two-parameter Weibull model does a relatively 

good job of predicting intermediate values of YT, but it provides a rather poor fit at the tails of 

each distribution. Additionally, the Weibull slopes are different for each test geometry, which 

seems to contradict the notion that this parameter is a material constant. Overall, the Weibull 

slopes obtained from the flexure tests were slightly less than those reported in [19] for the same 

material type. Note that the poor fit of the low strength values presented in Fig. 6b (i.e. left tail 

end) can be improved by using a three-parameter Weibull model [53], however, additional 

testing would be required to improve estimation of the location parameter.   
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After initial data analysis, Equation 3 was used to scale the characteristic strength values 

between the three different specimen configurations. In other words, for each test geometry, the 

corresponding characteristic strength (i.e. σc
test) and Weibull modulus (i.e. mtest) were used to 

predict the characteristic strength for the remaining two test geometries. The results of this 

scaling are summarized in Table 3 and Fig. 7.  

Table 3. Weibull scaling of the characteristic strength between the three test geometries 

Test  
type 

Measured 
σc (MPa) 

σc predicted  
from 3PB (MPa) 

% 
error 

σc predicted  
from 4PB (MPa) 

% 
error 

σc predicted  
from tensile (MPa) 

% 
error 

3PB 112.6 –  –  119.1 5.8 107.2 -4.8 
4PB 102.9 98.3 -4.5 –  –  95.2 -7.5 

tensile 81.5 82.2 0.9 85.0 4.3 –  –  
 

  
Figure 7. Weibull scaling of the characteristic strength between the three test geometries 

In general, when scaling between the two flexure configurations, the percentage difference is 

relatively low and around 5%. The scaling under-predicts σc
4PB based on the 3PB configuration, 

and over-predicts σc
3PB based on the 4PB configuration, which is the same relationship observed 

by O’Brien et al. [19]. In general, the flexure tests data over-predict σc
tensile by 0.9-4.3%, while 

the tensile test data under-predicts the flexure test data by 4.8-7.5%. Based on these results, one 

can conclude that the two-parameter Weibull law does a relatively good job of scaling the 

characteristic strength between the three geometries tested in this study. However, as mentioned 

before, this model does a poor job of predicting, and therefore scaling, tail ends of YT 
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distributions, which may result in relatively conservative predictions of transverse failure 

initiation.   

4.2 Effect of polishing and specimen orientation  
The effects of surface preparation and specimen orientation on YT are summarized in Figure 

8. As seen in Fig. 8a, YT increases by approximately 36.5% when the specimens are polished to a 

mirror finish. Although a limited number of 3PB specimens were used to reach this conclusion 

(see Table 1), a p-value hypothesis test indicated this difference is statistically significant. 

Assuming that polishing affects YT, an interesting consideration arises regarding which surface 

preparation is more representative of a typical laminate. One can speculate that the type and 

frequency of flaws in the subsurface plies is much different relative to the surface plies; and 

therefore, selection of YT (i.e. either from unpolished or polished specimens) in PDA must be 

done judiciously depending on the expected damage location. 

 
                  (a)                      (b)                                               

Figure 8. Effects of surface preparation and specimen orientation on YT
ave. Error bars correspond to maximum and 

minimum values of YT. 

Examining Fig. 8b, there appears to be little difference between YT obtained from 

configuration A and B specimens. As seen in this figure, configuration B specimens appear to be 

slightly stronger on average; however, this difference can be partly attributed to a 6.5% larger 

volume of the configuration A specimens. The similarity between the two configuration types is 
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not unexpected, and has been observed previously for other matrix-dominated properties in 

IM7/8552 [54]. 

The values shown in Fig. 8 provide insight into the effects of specimen polishing and 

orientation on YT; nevertheless, a larger set of tests would be valuable to strengthen further the 

statistical significance of these findings. In particular, a larger data set may provide additional 

information on the tail ends of YT distributions, however this was beyond the scope of this work. 

4.3 Microscale observations  

All microscale in-situ observations were performed using flexure specimens in the A-

configuration (i.e. fibers aligned with the specimen width). Tensile specimens were not imaged 

due to difficulty in polishing the filleted 2-3 surface prior to testing. During testing, a majority of 

flexure specimens were imaged using a “single-image” method, while a selected few specimens 

were imaged over a larger area using the “multi-image” approach (see Sec. 2.1.1). The single-

image observations, performed over a central 0.88 mm × 0.75 mm region, revealed that nearly 

65% of all specimens exhibited microscale cracking prior to reaching the critical load used to 

calculate YT. In general, 21% of these microcracks were pre-existing, 79% formed during 

loading, and all cracks had to be at least 5-10 μm long to be observed and thus recorded with 

high confidence. The spatial extent and evolution of the observed microcracking is illustrated in 

Figure 9 using images collected using the multi-image method applied to a 3PB specimen. The 

four images in Figure 9, each collected at a different load level, show the evolution of 

microcracks (symbols) overlaid on top of the underlying microstructure (background grayscale 

images). The height of each image is approximately 4-plies or 0.75 mm, and the width is 

approximately 10 mm. Each image is centered at the loading roller, as indicated by the solid 

white lines. The location of ultimate specimen failure was ~0.5 mm left from the center, as is 
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indicated by a solid red line in the bottom-most image. This specimen was imaged at seven 

loading intervals, but only four are shown here for brevity. At 178 N (45% of Ncr), 18 

microcracks, marked with red squares, were observed within the imaged area. As the load was 

increased to 267 N and 356 N (67% and 89% of Ncr), the number of cracks increased to 29 and 

40, respectively. Out of all observed cracks, 86% were seen to grow larger than their size at 

initiation. At each load, nearly half of the observed cracks occurred in pairs, indicating some 

extent of interaction. Interestingly, nearly 85% of cracks were observed to initiate in regions of 

low fiber-volume fraction. These regions, which appear as dark gray in Fig. 9, were likely 

formed during tow spreading in the preimpregnation process. The remaining 15% of cracks 

initiated near the specimen’s top edge, and these were likely influenced by presence microscopic 

machining flaws and/or surface irregularities. The ultimate failure of this, and all other 

specimens, was caused by rapid and unstable growth of a single dominant crack. In some cases, 

as evident from post-mortem surface analysis, the single dominant crack was triggered by 

interaction and coalescence of multiple smaller cracks. Finally, none of the observed 

macroscopic failure sites initiated from the observed surface microcracks, suggesting that final 

failure was always triggered on the specimens’ interior.    

 

Figure 9. In-situ optical microscope observations of transverse microcracking during 3PB flexure testing 
(dimensions in mm) 
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The single and multi-image analysis described above was performed in similar detail for 

specimens that exhibited very low and high YT. These specimens, which represented the tail ends 

of YT distributions, were analyzed to determine whether the microstructure had any influence 

over the extreme values of YT. In general, no correlation was found between values of YT and any 

of the observable microstructural features. These features include frequency and location of 

microscale cracking, fiber clustering, presence of resin rich regions, and surface flaws. These 

observations suggest that extreme values of YT are controlled by combined effect of the 

microstructure, local mechanical fields, and local variability in the material properties (e.g. 

strength of the resin and resin-fiber interface). 

The formation of internal microcracks, and depth of the surface microcracks, was 

investigated using the serial-sectioning method described in Sec. 2.2.1. An example of this 

investigation is presented in Figure 10, which shows subsequent sections of the same 

microstructural area imaged 0.2 mm below the top tensile edge, and 0.23 mm to the left of the 

center roller. The four shaded fibers in each image are used as fiducial markers indicating that 

the same area is being viewed. 

 
(a)                                           (b)                                           (c)                                          (d)                       

Figure 10. Results of serial sectioning of the 3PB specimen 
Examination of images in Fig. 10, and other similar regions, suggests that individual surface 

cracks do not propagate deep into the center of the specimen. In the example shown, the surface 

cracks (A and B) are visible 60 μm below the surface (Fig. 10b), but disappear in the next section 
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at 150 μm (Fig. 10c). Similarly, cracks C and D appear, respectively, at 60 and 150 μm below the 

surface (Fig. 10b-c), but disappear in subsequent sections shown in Fig. 10c-d. Examination of 

similar regions suggests that on average, at 80% of critical load, the microcracks were 

approximately 100 μm in length and 5-50 μm in width. 

The microscale observations performed in this study, including those presented in Figs. 9 and 

10, are used to hypothesize a sequence of likely microscale events that lead to macroscopic 

failure of the flexure specimens used to measure YT. This sequence, which is shown pictorially in 

Fig. 11, begins with formation of short transverse cracks that initiate at loads as low as 40% of 

Ncr. In general, these cracks appear to form in the region of high tensile stresses, which extends 

several millimeters away from the specimen’s center in each direction. As the load is increased, 

additional cracks initiate within the highly stressed area and the existing cracks extend in length. 

Finally, when the load approaches Ncr, a single dominant crack, or a coalescence of multiple 

microcracks, becomes unstable, triggering macroscopic failure of the entire specimen. This 

sequence of events, if correct, may create a challenge in interpreting the meaning of YT. Given 

the clear evidence of microscale crack formation well before macroscopic failure, one can argue 

that YT represents a “structural” response of a given characterization specimen to accumulation 

and unstable growth of microscale damage. It remains to be seen whether this “apparent” 

material property can be used, with high confidence, to predict initiation of transverse failure in 

tape laminates. The microstructural observations presented in this study suggest that, at the very 

least, prediction of microscale transverse failure/fracture (i.e. at the scale of individual fibers) 

should be performed using a different material property measured at the microscale. The 

microscale fracture phenomenon, and in particular transverse microcrack coalescence, clearly 

requires further attention. Additional studies (e.g. utilizing X-ray computed tomography or 
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micromechanical modeling) are needed to fully understand the processes of microscale crack 

coalescence which may govern the statistical distribution of YT.  

 
Figure 11. Proposed sequence of microscale events that leads to macroscopic failure of the 3PB flexure specimens 

5. CONCLUSION 

The aim of this study was to reexamine the way in which transverse tensile strength, YT, is 

characterized for tape-laminate polymer-matrix composites. To this end, YT was measured using 

3-point bend (3PB), 4-point bend (4PB), and tensile specimens fabricated using IM7/8552 

carbon/epoxy. Given the well-documented issues with existing transverse tensile tests, a new 

tensile dogbone specimen was developed to ensure consistent failure in the gage region. The 

three distinct specimen geometries were intentionally selected to investigate the relationship 

between specimens’ effective volume (i.e. volume subjected to tensile stresses) and the 

magnitude and scatter of YT. In addition to YT characterization, a number of 3PB and 4PB 

specimens were polished on the transverse (2-3) planes, and monitored in-situ during strength 

testing. The in-situ observations were performed using a high-magnification optical traveling 

microscope capable of resolving cracks at the length scale of individual fibers. These 

observations, which were coupled with additional ex situ post-mortem imaging, were used to 

develop a possible explanation of why existing strength-scaling theories (vis. Weibull theory) 
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fail to properly model and scale the stochastic distribution of YT. Finally, additional 3PB 

specimens were used to examine the effect of specimen surface preparation (i.e. unpolished vs. 

polished), and specimen orientation (i.e. out-of-plane versus in-plane transverse failure) on YT. 

The key findings resulting from this investigation include: 

• The new tensile dogbone specimen configuration proposed in this study resulted in tensile 

failure that occurred consistently within the gage region. This specimen geometry provides a 

signification improvement over the current use of ASTM D3039 test method for 

characterization of YT in uniaxial tension. 

• In all, a large number of specimens were tested using the 3PB, 4PB, and tensile test 

configurations, which offers a comprehensive survey of YT for IM7/8552. These tests 

confirmed that YT depends on the specimen volume and surface finish; however, YT seems to 

be insensitive to the direction of transverse failure. This latter observation is consistent with 

those made for other inter- versus intra-laminar mode I fracture toughness.  

• The magnitude of YT was found to be inversely proportional to increasing effective volume, 

which is consistent with the Weibull statistical strength theory. Moreover, the 2-parameter 

Weibull theory was found to be an adequate model for scaling the characteristic value of YT 

among the three configurations considered. This notwithstanding, the 2-parameter Weibull 

theory provided a rather poor fit at the tails of YT distributions, which may result in overly 

conservative predictions of failure in numerical analysis.    

• Detailed in-situ microscopic observations were performed on the tensile side of 3PB and 4PB 

specimens during testing. These observations revealed that nearly all specimens exhibited 

some amount of microcracking prior to catastrophic failure without measurable change in 

specimen compliance. Post mortem examination of tested specimens revealed microcrack 
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formation across the entire specimen width. These observations, and the proposed sequence 

of events leading to specimen failure, seem to violate the “weak-link” assumptions of the 

Weibull strength scaling theory.  

• The currently accepted approach for using single deterministic values of YT in PDA analyses 

raises the question of which values (e.g. polished vs. unpolished, flexure vs. tension) should 

be used moving forward? As such, this question challenges the predictive capability of 

models where use of YT extends beyond prediction of damage onset (e.g. models that use 

traction-separation laws). 
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